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Monday Meditation
May 13, 1974
(Inaudible) our messages can be of an expanded
consciousness … This instrument is tiring and I will
now attempt to transfer this contact.
(Don channeling)
I am with this instrument. I am again attempting to
condition each of you. I am also attempting to
contact another of the newer instruments if he will
avail himself to my contact.
(Pause)
I am once more with this instrument. I am Hatonn.
I am sorry we are having difficulty. I will attempt to
use another of the new instruments. Please avail
yourself to my contact. I will speak by giving
thoughts to you. Do not be afraid of making errors.
I will use this instrument to correct any error that
might be made. I am Hatonn. Please avail yourself
to my contact.
(Unknown channeling)
I am Hatonn.
(Don channeling)
It is a very simple process. However, it does require
some practice. This instrument has learned to go
ahead and speak with the thoughts that we give him.
He has also learned to clear his mind to almost a one
hundred percent extent. This varies somehow—this
instrument has made an error—this varies somewhat
depending upon the conditions that are surrounding
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him. At this time the conditions are quite good and
he is receiving my thoughts almost in a word for
word fashion, since I am familiar with your language
and am also able to transmit the words that I wish
for the instrument to speak.
In the case that you are now witnessing, the
instrument is receiving the words that I wish for him
to speak. In some other instances when I am using
this instrument, I use him by giving him concepts
and allow him to verbalize these concepts using
words that he chooses.
Each one of these techniques has its own merit. This
one is extremely valuable in communicating
information of a specific nature. It does require,
however, a greater degree of control of the
environment. In other words, the conditions for
reception for my thoughts at this time are quite good
and this instrument is able to repeat word for word
what I am giving to him. This is a very high quality
contact and it is possible to have just as high a
quality contact with each of you here in the room. It
is only necessary that you learn like this instrument
has to clear your mind of thoughts. It is a little trick
that must be practiced. You practice this through
daily meditation and also through use of the
channeling technique. You will not arrive at the
fluidity that this instrument has arrived at without
practice in doing so. For this reason, we recommend
that you simply relax and allow us of the
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Infinite Creator to impress upon your thinking our
thoughts. And then as these thoughts enter your
mind, instead of analyzing them, simply repeat
them.
The analysis that you make of what you are doing is
detrimental to the type of communication that we
are making. This instrument is doing very little
analysis of what we are giving him at this time. He
too, in the beginning of his channeling, had some
difficulty because he analyzed at that time what he
was saying. For this reason, it took a great amount of
time to transmit a thought through him and there
was but very little success in using this form of
communication which requires no muscular control
at all and is a technique, as I have said, that gives to
you our thoughts in a verbal fashion as we arrange
the words.

I hope that I have been of assistance in attempting to
strengthen our contact. I will again at this time try to
speak through one of the newer instruments.
(Unknown channeling)
I am once again with this instrument.
(Inaudible)
We are aware of the activities of your group, as we
are aware of the activities of all of the people on your
planet. We are here to be of service to you. We bring
our love.
(Tape ends.) 

I am going at this time to tell a little story to you in
order to allow you to focus your thinking on that
which is necessary for you to focus it upon in order
to very simply receive our thoughts. This story has to
do with a small child. This small child listens to its
parents, and its parents spoke to it. The child, before
listening to its parents, could not speak, but after
listening to its parents, it could speak quite fluently.
However, the child was totally unaware of the
process by which it learned to speak. It simply was
there and it simply learned to speak.
This is the process we are using. Not to say that you
are as a little child, that is the problem. If you were
as a little child, we could speak through you with no
difficulty. The problem is that you are not as a little
child. We recommend that you think of yourself as
you would of a little child and relax and know
nothing. In this way you will very rapidly learn. This
is what is necessary if you are to very rapidly learn to
channel our thoughts. The child, you see, has no
knowledge of what it is supposed to do, it simply
speaks. This is how it is possible for you to learn to
do this rapidly.
We have found that some peoples about your planet
learn much more easily than others. We found
peoples in a technological society such as yours
sometime require great effort because they have
learned to question quite carefully everything that is
presented them. If you do not question what we are
attempting to do, but simply relax and let it happen,
it will happen.
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